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Exploring what's on our doorstep
Well the expert advice to avoiding the virus seems to be 'stay
outside as much as you can', something many of our
members will have no trouble achieving.
If there is a theme running through this month's
contributions it seems to be how much Shropshire based
members have enjoyed exploring what's on their doorstep as
travel further afield becomes less favoured in the current
climate.
In this issue you will find reports that show the appeal of the
'60 hills' has carried on well into 2020. There are write ups of
two enjoyable treks in the Llangollen area and even a feature
on Oswald's Trail, a little known route in the Oswestry district.
However there is balance for those members who used to regularly use their passports
and are feeling a bit cooped up staying in the UK for months on end. For you Tim
Tindle has written further about Norway (Pages 4-6). By following up the YouTube
links he has researched you can make virtual trips from your armchair to some of the
mountain areas he and Penny explored in the 1990's.

This issue will cover:

Mike Jones RIP
Most senior members will have heard by
now that founder member and former SMC
Chairman Mike Jones passed away
peacefully at the end of September.
Mike had led a very restricted life in care in
recent years following a stroke.
In happier times he made an immense
contribution to the SMC over several
decades not least with his devotion to Clwt
y Bel. He was a key mover in it's purchase
by the club in 1968.
A full obituary will appear in November's
newsletter.
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Adrian Wilcock on the Llech Ddu Spur,
Snowdonia, with Adam James waiting
below. Photo: Chris Wood 30 th August 2020.
See report on pages 9 and 10.

Deadline for the next newsletter is 10th November 2020. Any photographs should be a
separate JPEG.
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Adam completes the 60 hills !
Adam James became the fifteenth SMC member to complete all sixty of Phil's Hills when he
bagged his last two on the 7th September.
His final summit was Oswestry Old
Racecourse (see picture left). This is
44th on the list at 335m (1099ft).
Earlier the same day his penultimate
top had been Moelydd, Nantmawr
which ranks 52nd.
Adam began ticking them off on the
18th May when he summited Caer
Caradoc (Church Stretton version),
Hope Bowdler Hill, Wilstone Hill
and The Lawley all on the same day.
In all he walked to 41 of the tops,
cycled to the summit of 15 hills, ran
to the top of 4 and picked up one
stray dog along the way !

He saved the easiest 'til last ! Adam on his final summit, Old
Oswestry Racecourse on 7th Sept. The Grid Ref. stipulated by
Phil is a short walk from a parking area. The masonry is the
remnants of a grandstand. The last race here was in 1848!

Many congratulations to Adam on
completing all sixty hills in less than
four months. Cycling as well as
driving to reach start points he also
ticked the 'green transport' box
frequently.

Adam (right) with Chris Wood on the
top of Titterstone Clee (533m, 1,749ft) Adam's mt. bike near Hoar Edge with Titterstone Clee behind
And while we are on the subject of Phil's Hills . . . . .
Rick Robson became the fourteenth member to complete the 60 hills on 11th July
having started on . . . the 6th July ! For the barely believable story of 60 hills in six days
(completed jointly with Larry King) read about their adventure on pages 11-13.
Chris Wood having started at a similar time to Adam is on the 'home straight' with only
a handful outstanding. Gareth Egarr has only Callow Hill and Rodney's Pillar left to do.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Norway in the Nineties
with a little help from YouTube
A Scandinavian reminiscence, Part II by Tim Tindle. Summer Holidays
The Norwegian way of life had some great conditions – you had to take three weeks
holiday as a single lump in the summer and you got paid 1/13 th of your salary every
month, with the remaining 1/13 th split between a “bonus” in July for the summer
holidays and December for Christmas.
Nice as Rogaland was we would travel on our three week summer break with some extra
money in our pocket! Norway is a lengthy country, 1089 miles long, therefore the longest
country in Europe. If you swivelled it around on Oslo it would reach well into Italy. The
roads north & south from Stavanger tend to follow the coastline (which is 63,000 miles
long in total). Bendy narrow roads was the norm (Stavanger to Oslo was 350 miles and
used to take 12 hours). That meant we would never visit it all.
One great summer trip was to Hemsedal in Midfjllet, a small alpine ski resort . In the summer it
was about a 300 mile journey which we would take over several days crossing Hardangervidda.
It was well placed to get down to Sognefjord and get onto the glaciers north of there.
Anyway it was a great place in the Summer for walking and relaxing : we’d camp en
route, hire a hut in the valley and then relax and walk.
To get an idea of the area click and watch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IWjXasy23M
The waterfall in the video freezes in the winter, see picture below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=RqMauOw7Vao
Continued
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Three peaks stick in the mind :
Skogshorn 1728m at the southeastern end of the valley, Kyrkjebønosi 1671m in the
middle and Høgeloft 1,920m to the North West, the highest mountain in the Filefjell
mountain range.
Skogshorn dominates the skyline as you
ascend from the lower valley after Gol
and enter Hemsedal. It’s a bit like a
flattened half dome, shorter in height but
longer with a steep cliff to one edge. The
route takes you up the ever steepening
side, it looks fine but steepens and
steepens and steepens.
The guide we had back then reads
“follow the road that goes to Lykkja. Park at
the right hand side by the sign on the left
side”. Diary notes for 17th July 1995 read
“long hard walk up continuous scree, very
Penny and 'Maxwell' (foreground) on Skogshorn
wet, stumbled down 3hrs 30 mins”.
On the 15th July 1997 we went up again and the diary notes that “better than last time,
rained later” so I assume we had the view on that occasion!
Over the past 25 years it has become more and more popular and the path, I understand,
was completely repaired and rebuilt in 2018. If you want to take a walk up there you can
click on this link and join a Norwegian guy on a hike (good views at about 7 mins, gets
to the top in 10) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4JhKulqsL0
Kyrkjebønosi is a dominant top on the north side of the valley. We tackled it in a
circuitous route starting a few miles out, going at it from the north west as it was a
smoother, if longer, climb. Almost the entire way was scree or sharp broken rock and it
took us 5 ¾ hours. To our eternal shame this has remained in the memory because it
took a real toll on Maxwell’s (our dog's) feet. By the time we got home his pads were
bloodied and sore. I recall a really hot day wearing a “pork pie” sun hat with vent holes
in it. The flies were crawling in and out of the holes.
Høgeloft is a remote mountain surrounded by others on a vidda (plateau) so not
particularly photogenic. However on a good day you get fantastic views North over to
Jotenhiem (south of the Jotenhiem massif is the highest point in Norway). We tackled it
on 18th July 1997. The round trip is 15 miles starting with several miles along a track (if
we had had bikes at that point it would have saved some time). As you gain height you
turn off left, keep climbing on a compass bearing and enter the snow fields. The snow
smelt! It was pockmarked with little holes. At the bottom of the holes were little droplets
of reindeer poo. Being dark it heated up in the sun and down it went creating a
snowfield with a rich aroma of poo! We gained height steadily, it clouded over and then
about 150m or so from the top the thunder and lightning kicked in.
Continued
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Norway in the Nineties continued
Penny and Maxwell took shelter under a rock and I pressed on to capture another (non view)
summit. In so doing I spooked a herd of reindeer which thundered off down the mountain over
the snow past Penny and Max, and she was lucky enough to get a photo of some of them (see
below).

Portion of a herd of reindeer in flight on the slopes of Høgeloft. Photo: Penny Tindle
A memorable day and I must confess my favourite steak is reinsdyr when I can get it.
Tim Tindle

Quiz
Jan saw this one in the Munro
Society magazine and thought
it may appeal to anyone
interested in Scotland.
Pictured
left
are
three
silhouettes featuring a golden
eagle, a sea eagle, and a
buzzard but which is which ?
They are deliberately not to
scale, as when seeing them in
flight it is often difficult to
judge the distance and hence
the size.
Answers at foot of page 19.
(Copywrite Munro Society)
www.shrewsburymc.com
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16th August 2020
Marvellous Llangollen … and right on our doorstep
by Larry King
Sometimes the best things in life are right on our doorstep.
Starting at the Ponderosa Café, on the top of the Horseshoe Pass, we tracked gently
upwards to skirt the Cyrn-y-Brain telecommunication masts rising grimly through the
clag. A little while on and we were passing the seemingly inappropriately named Sir
Watkins Tower, the remains of a Victorian folly (not that you would know it now).
Tipping our hats to the people who provide and maintain our splendid wilderness
footpaths, we joined the chunky, masterfully-laid slabs of Offa’s Dyke footpath as it
snaked downwards. On a clear day this path offers unending views of a flat patchwork of
heather land.
For a short while we were on bitumen, before veering off onto a single track, at the aptly
named Worlds End, where we continued to follow the Offa’s Dyke trail along the surreal,
otherworldly escarpment in the shadows of the Eglwyseg Mountain.
Having spent most of the day descending, it was time to wheeze our way back to the top.
And what better way to do it than via a wooded section of the 122 mile Clwydian Way.
Six hours, 10.7 miles and 2,100 feet of climbing later and we were back where it all started.
Merely an hour’s drive from Shrewsbury, Llangollen offers variety, beauty and history in
spades. Go, but preferably on a sunny day.
(with huge thanks to Larry for getting weekend events going again while the planned meets
programme remained suspended - Ed)

My photo of Team Llangollen enjoying a deserved cuppa-tea at the
Ponderosa Café. The only one missing is Mike Blakemore, who shot
off to play tennis. We obviously hadn’t worn him out enough!? LK
www.shrewsburymc.com
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27th - 29th August 2020
Clwt y Bel maintenance days
The roof was becoming an urgent matter as were various other leaks such as the porch
and the shed. Consequently it was felt that a few carefully selected volunteers could
safely attend the hut for maintenance purposes with socially distanced sleeping
arrangements. These involved two campervans and a large car, three tents and one
person per dormitory. The upshot of all this was that over the three days of Thurs 27 th –
29th August the following jobs were done:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small dormitory thoroughly decorated including painting the bunks
Deep cleaning of parts of the kitchen and bathroom
Installation of new fire door into the drying room
Refurbishment of the central part of the common room ceiling
Scrubbing down of Roy’s bench ready for oiling; a work in progress
New roof on the shed. Shed walls stained
Several new slates on the main house roof (sounds quick and easy but Adrian spent
hours on the roof ably instructed by Rog and belayed by Adam).
Sealing to stop ingress of rain into the porch and fitting of new weatherboard.
External porch walls stained.

Adam James working on Roy's bench (framed by Testing their handiwork. Mike Blakemore
(left) and Chris Wood give the new shed roof a
the portal of Jan's tent). Picture: Jan Campbell
successful load test. Picture : Editor
Enormous thanks to ‘workers’ Larry King, Graham Baldry, Chris Wood, Adam James,
Mike Blakemore, Graham Daly and Adrian Wilcock. All jobs planned and coordinated
by Rog Edenborough; workers conscripted and cake/ anzac biscuits organised by Jan.
A painting working party will be organised in the not too distant future. Watch out for
an e mail indicating that ‘your club needs you’!
Jan Campbell
www.shrewsburymc.com
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30th August 2020
Carnedd Dafydd via the Llech Ddu Spur
There was an end of work bonus for some of the Clwt y Bel maintenance crew listed on
the previous page. This was an Adrian Wilcock inspired day out in the nearby
Carneddau on the Sunday of the Bank Holiday weekend.
We were headed for Carnedd Dafydd but not via an easy route. Adrian talked us into
taking the more challenging way via the Llech Ddu Spur, billed in the guidebook as 'a
top-drawer scramble in a dramatic mountain setting'.
Thus it was that a band of five (Adrian, Jan, Chris Wood, Adam James and Graham
Daly) set off from a parking place adjacent to the A5 at Bethesda on a fine morning.
After walking through the outskirts of Bethesda we reached the valley of the Afon Llafar.
Fording the stream Chris couldn't resist the therapeutic effect of bathing his feet in
mountain waters (below left).

Jan scrambling under the watchful eye of Adrian
Photo: Chris Wood
Heading up the valley Yr Elen was prominent to the east.
With Welsh 3000's
experience this mountain is forever etched in my memory as the 'awkward one on the
left when you are tired and the sun is beginning to set'. It was otherworldly to see it
from a different angle in morning sunshine.
We had an elevenses break at the head of the valley with the cliffs towering above us.
Adrian expertly picked a path through steepening ground and increasing bare rock to
the start of the scramble. By now our altitude had opened up a magnificent view back
to the Menai Strait and Anglesey.
On the scramble Chris was in the vanguard, Adrian guided and Adam held back to
keep a eye on the slower ascenders like me. Listed as a grade one scramble, and
although the conditions were excellent, it felt like a one and a half or two to my older
weaker limbs. My style marks plummeted as a knee was used once or twice. Anyway
hasn't 'taking the knee' has become somewhat fashionable elsewhere in the strange
summer of 2020? We paused on a landmark called the christmas tree slab (see pic.) and
continued
Mountain waters : boots and socks off for Chris.

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Carnedd Dafydd via the Llech Ddu Spur continued
eventually topped out to even better views back out over Anglesey. In fact it wasn't just
Anglesey we could see but also a vast expanse of the Irish Sea. Was that land or a thin

Graham Daly (seated), Adrian Wilcock and Adam James
on the 'Christmas Tree Slab'. Photo : Chris Wood

band of blue tinged cloud on the
horizon? If it was land was it
the Lancashire coast? It seemed
to have a distinct start and finish
east and west so maybe it wasn't
the English coast. Surely not
the Isle of Man ? Chris and
Adam interrogated an app on
their
smartphones
and
confirmed it was the Isle of Man.
I can't ever remember seeing the
Manx kingdom from North
Wales before. On a day of
outstanding views we were
glimpsing an island over sixty
miles away.

We were now on the main Carneddau ridge and it was an easy walk to the summit of
Carnedd Dafydd where we took a well earned lunch break (below left).

Summit of Carnedd Dafydd (1,044m, 3,425ft).
On a day of outstanding views Jan has decided
a complete unfolding of the map is warranted.

Time to descend (from Carnedd Dafydd in the
direction of Bethesda).
From left to right
Adrian (leading), Adam, Jan and Chris.

It was now time to descend back into the valley of the Afan Llafar via the more easily
graded Mynydd Du spur. We eventually regained the path used in the morning and
returned to Bethesda on our outward route.
Full thanks are due to Adrian Wilcock for so ably leading us on a memorable day out.
Graham Daly (photos by the author unless stated)

www.shrewsburymc.com
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“ I never go for a walk without my bike”
or Phil’s Hills in one push by Rick Robson
Phil’s Hills list has proved to be a hit within SMC, providing many members the
opportunity to connect with hills that hadn’t previously been on their radar. During
2019, there had been 11 completions and some interesting rationales for completing them
all; and for some folks within a set time frame. My own reason was that I couldn’t be
bothered to drive all over the place and so began to look at the list and ponder whether a
single trip could put paid to knocking off all these Shropshire “munros”. The more I
looked, the more complicated it became until I hit upon the idea of completing all the
northern tops in a long day starting from home and ending at Sheinton. There weren’t
many people I thought would be up for this daft idea; but whilst walking with Larry the
subject was broached. After all, he was the first person to complete the 60 hills and has a
veritable certificate to prove it from Phil!
It really didn’t take too long to fool Larry into thinking that this would be a good
wheeze. We had several sorties out on the road bikes and agreed on a clockwise attempt.
Further development of the route, along with a basic schedule was interesting, but it was
really down to local knowledge that enabled the various twists and turns in the route to
enable ALL 60 summits to be included; there was a lot of double checking of this fact for
obvious reasons.
Finally, a weather window was found, and then delayed as another July storm passed
through the Shire. Even with 40 mph winds forecast we commenced from home and
traversed over the Breiddens and north to Oswestry, before heading off across the
county to the Wrekin; finally stopping after a 14.5 hour day at Grahame’s. A wonderful
tea stop at Roger & Pam’s had suitably refreshed us at Grinshill. Beer and wine would
have to do that evening though! We had planned to bivy along the way, but were easily
persuaded to sleep inside that night.

Ready for the road....and the hills !

Rick (left) and Larry
Continued

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Phil’s Hills in one push continued
The schedule had been straightforward for the first day, but thereafter I hadn’t been able
to estimate what distances we would cover. Partly down to the accessibility and partly
‘cos it was a long way. So it was broken down into four sections for uploading onto my
GPS/Garmin. Originally, I had thought three days, then extended to four, then five, and
in the end the journey was to take us six full days.
Tuesday morning saw us leave with three friends for the first section, until we took an
off-road section and found that our fully laden bikes were somewhat heavy when being
lifted over a stile (or four!). The weather had turned, so they left us to our own devices.
This meant that the ascent of Abdon Burf in rapidly deteriorating conditions wasn’t
really to be recommended. Our recce ride had been superb: riding our road bikes over
that rough terrain was tremendous fun and green paths that just appeared before our
wheels were enjoyed. However by the time we had climbed Angel Bank and Titterstone
Clee in the mist, followed by Hoar Edge; the grim reality of the day became clear.
“Phone a friend” and get out of this rain!
A beeline to Clunton was thus made and Larry introduced to Leena and Geoff. They had
accepted my request by erecting two beds in their garage. Never slow to seize an
opportunity; I’d asked if we could have two nights there whilst mentally rewriting the
game plan. It worked, we returned there the next day having completed a circular route
with Jan’s support and Stuart Cathcart’s company; and being met by our hosts by
Llanfair Hill. Once again, mid afternoon the weather changed resulting in two chilled
cyclists returning back at 19.30hrs. Covid-19 has meant some different behaviour from
us all, but we managed to buy some wine in Clun to share with Leena and Geoff that
evening to show our gratitude. Again, it rained all night.
Friday brought bright blue skies and a lovely day dawned. Jean validated our ascent of
Novers Hill, then we returned to The Lawley; meeting Phil at its foot. Onto the Mynd
and a fine traverse of Townbrook saw us deposit the bikes at the foot of Yearlet, then a
great descent to Prolley Moor on a steep bridleway. Jan met us again en route for Gatten
then over the Stipers before stopping at The Bog centre. Free water tap and sunshine,
plus tables and flat ground makes this an ideal place to bivy. In the late evening sunshine
we cooked up a storm on the stoves that we had faithfully carried the whole length of the
journey.
Although a chilly night, it was dry; but we had an early start as it was the final push
around past Mucklewick Hill to Corndon, meeting Larry’s family (Alex and Emily) and
Jan at the foot of Corndon. Encountering Jon & Anne I cajouled them into guiding us to
Rorrington Ring. What a great pleasure to meet Mike B coming over Stapley Ridge with
some Ginger beer. The WhatsApp group that had been “assembled” allowed us to
update our groupies well on our progress! What a fantastic freewheel all the way down
to Pontesbury and a rush up Earl’s Hill to finish; but an even bigger surprise to find a
reception party comprising of Phil & Brenda ( complete with cold beers), Alex & Emily,
Jan, Leena & Geoff, Charlie Leventon and by complete coincidence the McCann family in
all its generations.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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60th and last hill ! Rick and Larry celebrate with family and friends on reaching their final
summit, Earl's Hill near Pontesbury. Picture copyright : Charlie Leventon (Summitsup).
My thanks to Jan for her support, and to our friends along the way; lastly a big cheer for
Larry who added greatly to the memories of a great tour of Shropshire- all 308 miles/
36,000 ft of it! I might not have finished it without you!
Nice one Phil, wot’s next?

Rick Robson 18/09/20
(Title quote acknowledged to Alfred Wainwright)

And for the statistically minded . . . . . .

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Unfinished Business
Bala to Clwt y Bel in 3 Days
by Gareth Egarr
Some of you may remember that last year Larry and I made an audacious attempt to do
The Clwt y Bel Way (Shrewsbury to Clwt y Bel) in 4 days. Set back by very hot weather,
an ankle problem and naivety regarding our speed over the terrain we only got as far as
Bala in 2.5 days. We would be back.
And so on Thursday 3rd September, just over a year later, Alex very kindly got up at
stupid o’clock to drop us in Bala for just after 7.00am. This time we both had ankle
injuries threatening to halt us but we were undeterred. Unfinished business.
The first day proved to be the hardest with lots of
difficult terrain to cover carrying our heavy packs.
Clambering up the steep side of Arenig Fach over
tall heather is a challenge at any time but having
already covered a good deal of miles and an
ascent of Arenig Fawr it was particularly hard
work. Once on top of the first summit we were
lured by the luxury of an indistinct path which we
assumed led to the summit. It didn’t. After adding
more distance with our unplanned detour we then
tackled a steep descent which threatened our
ankles with every step before crossing several
kilometres of tussocky bog. Our original plan was
to wild camp just beyond Ysbyty Ifan (rechristened Itsy-bitsy with apologies to the Welsh).
However, the terrain meant we were slower than
Wales on a wet day : Gareth (left) and
planned (sound familiar?) and so we decided to
Larry ingesting banana fuel in Bala
start looking for a camp spot around 7.00pm to
prior to setting out
leave us an hour of light. At 7 there was no water
anywhere so we had to push on, and push on, and push on. Eventually we settled for a
very small supply of brown water near some flattish, dry-ish ground. I was confident
the brown colour was caused by peat and not sheep dung as Larry feared.
Day Two started with a beautiful sunrise.
Assuming we had been the only two people
for miles around we were surprised to find a
Belgian had camped only about 50m from us
behind a derelict barn. He was doing a
similar route in reverse and warned us about
boggy terrain ahead. It turned out that with
his idea of boggy terrain he was in for a big
shock for what lay ahead of him. I hope he’s
not still lying out there somewhere
bemoaning Brexit.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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We had a good day with better terrain despite my left leg sinking up to my groin in a bog
at one point. We reached decision time just after 4.40pm. At this juncture we could either
turn left and ascend Moel Siabod or turn right for Capel Curig. Our purist sides were
tugging us to the left. Our sensible sides were saying that it would take several hours to
do Moel Siabod after which we would be trying to find a camp spot with water in the
dark. After much soul-searching we took the sensible option.
Our camp spot by the river in Capel Curig was midgy and we had a night of showers.
The result was our gear, exposed to the excess water, felt heavier in the morning. Despite
this we made good progress up and over The Glyders. Having encountered a total of 5
other walkers over the previous two days it was a bit of a shock to see people all over the
Glyders! My ankle suffered with the boulder field crossings on top and I won't be sorry

Larry heading for higher ground
if I never do that loose, scree descent off
Glyder Fawr ever again.
From The Glyders it was then Y Garn,
Mynydd Perfedd and our last peak Carnedd
y Filiast. Having walked up to this point
from the hut three times before I was
confident of the route off without checking
Smiles from Larry (left) and Gareth at
the guide. My confidence in myself was illClwt y Bel on completing the route
founded for the second time that day (the
first was setting off back the way we had come in the clag from Glyder Fawr summit)
when I realised we were heading into the wrong valley. We found the right path and
descended past the reservoir to the hut. Alex greeted us with tea, hoola-hoops and Eccles
cakes. They never tasted so good! Thanks to Larry for being great company and to Alex
for the out-of-hours taxi service. The Clwt y Bel Way in 5.5 days. Business concluded.
Gareth Egarr
Larry has written a further, more general feature on the Clwt y Bel Way and this will appear in the
November issue - Ed
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Oswald’s Trail, Oswestry
A walk review by Larry King
Poor ol’ St Oswald. By all reports he met a grisly end at the Battle of Maserfield in 648
AD where he was dismembered by the Anglo Saxon king, Penda of Mercia. Even the
ravens seemed to get in on the act, nicking one of his arms and dropping it from a tree to
form Oswald’s Well. Perhaps having a trail named after you makes it all worthwhile!?
Six of us (Alenka, Gareth, Jan, Rick, Alex and me) set out to find out what all the fuss is
about and decided that it really is worth doing. From our starting point, at the Oswestry
Old Racecourse carpark, the highlights of this 12.6 mile trail (we clocked it at 15 miles), in
clockwise order, are:
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

The satisfaction of doing a complete circuit around Oswestry, a place we rarely
visit as a club, together with stunning views of North Wales, Cheshire and
Shropshire.
The history of the Old Oswestry Racecourse itself, one of the earliest (early 17 th
century) horse racing venues in the country, until the increasingly debauched
crowds contributed to its demise. It was also somewhere for “Mad Jack” Mytton
to race his 40 horses.
The decaying, but fascinating Brogyntyn Estate, which is well worth googling.
Stick your head in the old chapel, if you can find it.
A section of Wat’s Dyke Way. It has been suggested that Wat’s Dyke (have you
heard of it?) is more strategically sophisticated than Offa’s Dyke, which you will
also rub shoulders with.
The Oswestry Iron Age Hillfort.
According to English Heritage, this
is one of the best preserved hillforts
in the UK.
Oswestry town itself, but you may
want to cut out the south eastern
suburban bit. In fact, we would
recommend it.
A pleasant jaunt along the Morda
Brook.
The ruins of the gardens at
Llanforda Estate pleasant jaunt
On the Trail (photo by Alex King)
along the Morda Brook.

No doubt you will find your own highlights within this beautiful, varied and deeply
historical walk. Interested? An excellent booklet can be found at
http://www.shropshiresgreatoutdoors.co.uk/route/oswalds-trail/
Finally, Oswald’s Trail was devised by the Oswestry Ramblers and is divided into 5 easyto-do stages. We reckon you lot could do it in one go!?
Larry King
www.shrewsburymc.com
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6th September 2020
Trevor and the Vale of Llangollen
This route was originally on the meet card for 22 nd November but it was brought
forward by Jan to the above date as part of a grand plan. This was to stage the walk on
the same day as a climbers' meet at Trevor rocks 'weather permitting'. The walkers
could then say hello to the climbers as we passed by. This doesn't happen too often in
the club as most members specialise in one or the other and the groups rarely overlap.
However best laid plans and all that : the weather didn't permit. Heavy rain was
forecast around midday and the climbers cancelled their plans.
There was no hint of an impending downpour when the walkers convened at 9.30am in
the car park near the canal at Trevor (now part of a World Heritage Site). The full roll
call of attendees was Jan, Mike Blakemore, Andy Bentley, Alenka, Graham Baldry,
Katherine Smith, Adam James, Kevin Draper, Rachel Jones, Hilary Clarke and Graham
Daly, total eleven. There was no 'rule of six' to worry about in Wales at the time.
We started with a bit of World Heritage walking out onto the 'stream in the sky' (the
epithet given to the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct when it first opened early in the 1800's). Box
ticked we retraced our steps and settled down for a couple of miles on the Offa's Dyke
National Trail. North of the A539 it was a 'walk in the woods' but on emerging from the
trees we immediately had elevenses with a great view over the Vale of Llangollen. Onto
the Panorama Walk and passing Trevor Rocks we began to wonder whether the
climbers had called it right as the sun was out. We said goodbye to the Offa's Dyke
path when we branched left to head for Castell Dinas Bran. Reaching the ruins there
were plenty of other folk about, especially family groups in the staycation summer.
Time for lunch among the ruined wallsthe sun was out initially but the sky was
increasingly threatening. Fortunately we
had just about finished our sandwiches
when the first raindrops began to fall. A
rush to don waterproofs and we were in
the most exposed position on the whole
walk when the heavens opened. The
climbers had maybe called it right after all.
However by the time we reached the canal
The storm clouds close in at Castell Dinas Bran
down at Llangollen the rain had ceased.
We only had intermittent drizzle thereafter returning along the canal towpath to our
starting point at Trevor by which time the weather had dried up completely.
We enjoyed end of walk refreshment sat outside the Telford Inn, the designer of the
nearby Pontcysyllte aqueduct, also known as the 'father of civil engineering' prominent
on the pub sign above.
Thanks to Jan for organising a 9 mile walk of great variety and interest.
www.shrewsburymc.com
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Zooming in on the committee

Committee meeting in progress Monday 7th September 2020. From left to right, top to bottom : Jan,
Catherine Allen, Mike Blakemore, Brenda, Cheryl, Roger Skews, Tony Mills, Gareth and Andy
Bentley. Screenshot courtesy of Catherine Allen
Most rank-and-file members probably take the committee for granted and don't
appreciate the number of hours they put in to plan ahead and keep the club running
smoothly.
'Planet Covid' now gives us a rare opportunity to glimpse them in session. All
committee meetings are now held by 'Zoom' and if you don't know how it works a
typical Zoom session is pictured.
It looks like Roger has turned a light off and Gareth hasn't even paid his electric bill !
Nor did I know that Andy assumed a 'Joe 90' persona when on Zoom ! (younger readers
please google a Gerry Anderson 1960's TV series that isn't Thunderbirds).
Seriously though many members do appreciate the time and effort they put in and it is
good to picture them at work through a new medium.
Editor

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Upcoming Meets / Events
See back page

Tuesday Evening Virtual Walking Answers
If you didn't crack any of Gareth's clues the answers are revealed below :

Date

Meeting Place

04/08/2020

Nothing inside for England or Australia

Pub Afterwards
(not connected to
meeting place)
geotssdtnaball (3 words)

Ashes Hollow

Bottle and Glass

Singing legend backs up Scottish lake

dubshecak (2 words)

Nesscliffe

Bucks Head

W.C.

tnhgeornienne (4 words)

The Bog

Inn on the Green

Famous football commentator joins up
with former captain on Never Mind The
Buzzcocks
Motte and Bailey

rhosohetseshe (2 words)

Eastern European abode

nalnrgtihe (2 words)

Pole Cottage

Ragleth Inn

SShhhh…..let them find the higher
ground
Secret Hills Discovery Centre

mamtnoytsr (2 words)

Fruit goes down a storm at the festival

nimasemrsr (2 words)

Cranberry Rocks

Miners' Arms

11/08/2020
18/08/2020
25/08/2020

01/09/2020
08/09/2020

15/09/2020
22/09/2020
29/09/2020

The Horseshoes

Mytton Arms

Community room for holidaying molluscs ptihedhnlo (2 words)
Snailbeach Village Hall

The Dolphin

Country singer or England midfielder
follows Royal hunting ground
Forest Glen

ooonlcdnibakerla (2 words)
Coalbrookdale Inn

Eagle or Buzzard? Answers

www.shrewsburymc.com
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Upcoming Meets / Events
Sunday October 11th
Arans, Snowdonia

Sunday November 22nd
Chirk area

Meet at Radbrook Co-op car park at 8am
or the car park towards the end of Cwm
Cywarch near Dinas Mawddwy at 9.30am

A 9 mile walk with amazing views

Meet coordinator: Gareth Egarr

Sunday November 1st
Check emails nearer time for location

Meet in the central car park in Chirk at
9.30am
Contact Jan
Programme subject to change at short
notice depending on Covid situation.

Meet coordinator: Gareth Egarr

Tuesday Evening Walking Programme
•

Meet at 7.30pm.

•

Please be aware that the guidelines and restrictions for groups meeting are
constantly under review by central government. Be prepared for the programme
to change at short notice. You will be notified of any changes by e-mail.

•

Maximum group size for walking in England is currently 6 and so we will split
into two groups if there are more than this.

•

Under the current situation if people wish to go to the pub afterwards they can
make their own arrangements on the night.

•

Contact Gareth Egarr for further details

Date
Meeting Place
06/10/2020 Cranberry Rocks car park, Stiperstones

Grid Ref
SO369976

13/10/2020 Mitchell’s Fold, bend in the road

SO302977

20/10/2020 Corbet Wood car park

SJ524237

27/10/2020 Forest Glen (Wrekin)

SJ638093

03/11/2020 Rectory Wood, Church Stretton

SO448935

10/11/2020 The Bog car park

SO357978

17/11/2020 Snailbeach Village Hall

SJ373022

24/11/2020 Hope Bowdler layby

SO468932

www.shrewsburymc.com
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